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Abstract 

Results for modeling of EMAT magnetic systems for shear and longitudinal ultrasonic waves generation in 

static and pulsed magnetic fields are represented. According to the study results, EMA transducers with permanent 

and pulsed magnetizing for shear and longitudinal ultrasonic waves generation were developed. The developed 

EMATs with permanent magnetizing are successfully applied for many years as parts of A1270 digital EMA 

thickness gages that are used in the process of testing of Proton rockets’ hull elements and in other applications. 

EMATs with pulsed magnetizing were used for developing the A1270PM EMA thickness gage intended for thickness 

measurement and for spot welding testing. 

 

Keywords: EMA generation; magnetic fields; pulsed magnetic system; SH wave; longitudinal 

wave; modeling.  

1. Introduction 

A pulsed method for generating and receiving of ultrasonic waves using electromagnetic acoustic 

(EMA) transducers (EMATs) with one-sided access to the test object is applied wider and wider 

in ultrasonic testing (UT) and for thickness measurement of metal plates and pipe walls.  

A possibility of non-contact ultrasonic oscillations generation in the surface layer of the test 

object (TO) with a short single-polar pulse or with a single period of high-frequency oscillation in 

static or pulsed magnetic fields generated by high-frequency inductor and magnetic system based 

on rare-earth metals or pulsed electromagnets, is the main advantage of EMA method.  

Depending on high-frequency inductor characteristics and magnetic field orientation, either shear 

SH polarizations or longitudinal waves are generated; the ratio of their amplitudes depends on 

dimensions and mutual arrangement of high-frequency inductor and magnetic system, as well as 

on the gap between them and, finally, on TO’s magnetic properties. 

As a result, a great attention is paid on the matters of optimization of magnetic systems designed 

on the basis of permanent magnets or electromagnets, which was an object of our study. 

2. Object of study 

The studies performed by authors in [1, 2] had demonstrated that the main advantage of EMATs 

with magnetic system based on permanent magnets is energy independence. This is important for 

design of portable UT devices with autonomous power supply. The drawbacks are: the TO 

temperature limited by the maximum permissible temperature of permanent magnets; the labor-

intensive and complicated technology of magnetic system manufacturing; scanning problems 

while testing ferromagnetic metals; etc. 

Eliminating of the above drawbacks would provide the application of pulsed magnetic system; 

however, its parameters had mostly been set up according to results of physical modeling or 

difficult calculations [3-5].  
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A mathematical modeling of pulsed magnetic systems with pot-type and rod-type cores had been 

required for design and developing of EMATs intended for localization of ultrasonic waves’ 

generation area while testing small-diameter pipes and spot welds. 

3. Pulsed magnetic fields 

As is well known [6], an idea of pulsed magnetic fields generation had been first proposed and 

implemented in 1923 by P.L. Kapitsa who had applied high pulsed currents and magnetic fields 

for solid properties research. 

Usually magnetic fields are classified as weak (up to 500G), moderated (500G to 40kG), high 

(40kG to 1MG) and extra-high (over 1MG). All the electrical and radio engineering as well as 

electronics are based on usage of weak and moderated magnetic fields. 

Various scientists [3–5] had started the research of pulsed magnetic systems of EMA transducers. 

In their works pulsed EMAT magnetic systems for generation of shear SH-polarizes ultrasonic 

waves [3] and EMATs for generation of ultrasonic normal waves (Lamb waves) and shear normal 

waves [4, 5] had been studied. 

The underdeveloped methodical and instrumental basis of the day as well as plenty of affecting 

factors had complicated the choice and selection of magnetic systems’ parameters. Among the 

above factors, there were such physical phenomena like the skin effect and acoustic manifestation 

of Barkhausen effect in ferromagnetic metals, or appearance of ponderomotive forces, or 

distribution pattern of normal and tangent components of magnetic field and affection of their 

ratio on the efficiency and selectivity of generated types of ultrasonic waves.  

4. Modeling of pulsed magnetic systems 

The relations of normal and radial components of magnetic field of pulsed magnetic systems with 

pot-type and rod-type cores on core’s diameter and length, on the gap between the core butt and 

the test object, and on the thickness of TOs made of either ferromagnetic steel or aluminum, had 

been studied. 

The study method was based on mathematical and physical modeling of EMAT magnetic systems 

for ultrasonic body waves generation in the pulsed magnetic field. The pulsed magnetic field 

characteristics had been calculated using Comsol Multiphysics software pack [7]. Input 

parameters had been defined according to constructive and technological requirements to EMAT.  

The Comsol Multiphysics software pack where the finite element method had been applied 

provided to calculate the distribution pattern for magnetic field strength through the 

computational solution of the following differential equation (Ampère’s circuital law): 

                                                 ,  (2) 

Here A is the vector potential of the electromagnetic field; 

H is the magnetic field intensity; 

 is the conductivity; 

B is the magnetic field strength; 

V is the velocity of charged particles’ movement;  

 is the density of the external current. 
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The pot-type magnetic system is demonstrated at Fig.1a. The model consisted of: a pot-type core 

(1) with enhancer of 7mm diameter; an inductor (2) with a single turn of a wire with 1.6mm 

diameter. Due to constructive reasons, the gap between the core and the TO (3) had been taken 

equal to 0.4mm.  

    

(a)       (b) 

Figure 1: Models of pulsed magnetic system: (a) with pot-type core; (b) with rod-type core: 

(1) core; (2) magnetic system inductor; (3) TO 

The conductivity in the core had been considered as negligible. In a real unit it could be reached 

by making some fine cuts performed across the eddy currents’ direction. 

For the rod-type magnetic system (Fig.1b), core diameters were 3mm, 6mm and 20mm; the height 

of the whole system was 5mm, 10mm, 15mm and 20mm; the gap between the core butt and the 

test object was from 0.4mm to 2.5mm; the thickness of the test object was from 0.5mm to 10mm. 

The current in the inductor was 100A for core heights equal to 5mm, 10mm and 15mm, and 200A 

for core height equal to 20mm. The core itself had been performed as the set of plates made of 

either transformer steel or felted steel wire.  

The models were axis-symmetrical, which had simplified the whole calculation. Sustained modes 

have been calculated as stationary problems, which required significantly less computing resource 

compared to transient processes calculation. The results had been compared with measured values 

of magnetic field strength. 

 

SH wave 
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5. Results of modeling and discussion 

Modeling of pulsed magnetic system with pot-type core had provided to determine the values of 

the current in the inductor as well as distribution patterns of magnetic field strength in both core 

and TO.    

The obtained value of the current necessary for creation of magnetic field strength equal to at least 

0.6T (which is the maximum for magnetic system based on permanent magnets with enhancer [3]) 

at the surface of aluminum TO was equal to 2200A, whereas the instant power was about 1kW. 

The patterns of magnetic field strength distribution in the core and in the aluminum  and steel TOs 

in the sustained mode are represented at Fig.2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In case of an aluminum TO, the magnetic flux passing through the core and the OC had 

magnetized the core enhancer close to saturation, whereas in case of a steel TO, the core was fully 

saturated. Therefore, the increase of the magnetic field strength is possible only by the increase of 

the current in the magnetizing inductor. 

(a)       (b) 

Figure 3: Relation between magnetic field strength in magnetic system with pot-type 

core and the gap: (a) for ferromagnetic; (b) for non-ferromagnetic alloy. 

T 

T T 

mm 

Figure 2: Distribution patterns of magnetic field strength in the sustained mode for 

pot-type core in aluminum (a) and steel (b) TO. 

                         (a)                                                                    (b) 
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The calculated distribution patterns for normal and tangent components of magnetic field strength 

in the surface layer of aluminum and steel TOs for 0.4mm, 0.9mm and 1.4mm gaps are 

represented at Fig.3. The graphs demonstrate that the absolute value of normal component of 

pulsed magnetic field strength in the steel TO is about 3 times higher than the same value in the 

aluminum TO whereas it is distributed more evenly in the core enhancer zone.  

The ratio of normal and radial (tangent) components of magnetic field strength had differed for 

ferromagnetic steel and non-ferromagnetic aluminum TOs for over than 1.5 times.  

The modeling of pulsed magnetic fields for rod-type magnetic system had presumed the 

calculation of relation between the pulsed magnetic field strength and: the core diameter; the gap; 

and the TO thickness. The distribution patterns of magnetic field strength in the rod-type core foe 

aluminum and steel TOs and in the sustained mode are represented at Fig.4.  

 

The calculated relation between the pulsed magnetic field strength and the core diameter are 

represented at Fig.5. The solid lines are for normal component of magnetic field Bz; the dotted 

lines are for radial component Br. The value of normal component of magnetic field strength in 

the surface layer of ferromagnetic steel TO were varying within the range from about 1.6T to 2.2T 

whereas the core diameter was changing from 3mm to 20mm (Fig.5a).  

The value of normal component of magnetic field strength in the surface layer of non-

ferromagnetic (aluminum) TO were varying within the range from about 0.35T to 0.58T whereas 

the core diameter was changing from 3mm to 20mm (Fig.5b).  

Comparison of the results demonstrated at Fig.5 confirms the essential effect of TO’s magnetic 

properties on the investigated relation. As is seen, for ferromagnetic alloys, the value of normal 

component of magnetic field strength is growing along with the increase of core’s diameter.  

                     (a)                                                                         (b) 

Figure 4: Distribution patterns of magnetic field strength in the sustained mode for rod-

type core in aluminum (a) and steel (b) TO. 
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The relation is inversed for non-ferromagnetic material; i.e., in the first case a concentration of 

magnetic field had been observed whereas in the second case there was its dispersion. It is 

essential that the absolute values of normal component of magnetic field strength in ferromagnetic 

alloy are from 2 to about 10 times higher than the same values in non-ferromagnetic material. 

The relation between magnetic field strength of pulsed electromagnet and the gap between the 

core and TO had been calculated for the rod-type core lengths equal to 5mm, 10mm, 15mm and 

20mm and for diameters of 3mm, 6mm and 20mm at 2х10
-4

mm depth. The results for rod-type 

core with 10mm length and 5mm diameter are represented at Fig.6.  

 

The graphs demonstrate that the maximum value of normal component of pulsed magnetic field 

strength in the steel TO is equal to 1.9T. The absolute value of magnetic field strength is about 3 

times higher than the same value in the aluminum TO whereas it is distributed more evenly. 

   (a)                                                                    (b) 

Figure 6: Relation between magnetic field strength of pulsed electromagnet (core length 

10mm; ∅6mm) at 2х10
-4

mm depth, and the gap between the core and steel (a) or  

aluminum (b) TO. 

Figure 5: Relation between magnetic field strength in magnetic system and pot-type core 

diameter: (a) for ferromagnetic; (b) for non-ferromagnetic alloy. 

 а)                                                                         b)  
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The ratio of normal components of magnetic field strength in the axial part of the core had 

differed for ferromagnetic steel and non-ferromagnetic aluminum TOs for over than 3 times. The 

ratio of the maximum values of normal and radial (tangent) components of magnetic field strength 

is over 1.5 for steel TO and about 1.24 for aluminum TO.  

The relation between magnetic field strength of pulsed electromagnet and the TO thickness had 

been calculated for the rod-type core length equal to 10mm and for diameters of 6mm at 

2х10
-4

mm depth, for thickness range from 1mm to 25mm. The results are represented at Fig.7. 

 

 

The analysis of relations between the pulsed magnetic field strength and the thickness of the steel 

TO (Fig.7a) confirms the presence of the skin effect not only for the high-frequency exploratory 

pulse signal, but also for magnetizing pulse, since starting from the thickness value of about 2mm, 

the relation curves for magnetic field strength become collateral. This conclusion is confirmed 

qualitatively by the pulsed magnetic field strength distribution pattern represented at Fig.4b. It is 

essential that the value of the radial component of pulsed magnetic field in the steel TO at 1mm 

thickness exceeds the value of the normal component. One of the explanations is that this 

thickness value lies within a skin layer. 

The calculated relations between the normal and radial components of pulsed magnetic field 

strength and the thickness of aluminum TO represented on the graphs demonstrate conclusively 

that there is no association between them and the TO thickness.  

Comparison of the obtained values of magnetic field strength with magnetizing by permanent and 

pulsed magnetic field demonstrates that for the considered case of magnetizing pulse generation, 

the magnetic field strength exceeding one for permanent magnetizing is provided. 

The obtained data, both calculated and experimental, confirmed the conclusion about the 

possibility of simultaneous generation of both longitudinal and shear SH waves polarization. The 

active parts of high-frequency inductors are recommended to be arranged within the area of 

maximum rate of normal and tangent components of magnetic field strength for minimizing of 

longitudinal wave amplitude while generating the shear wave (and vice versa).  

                               (a)                                                                           (b) 

Figure 7: Relation between pulsed magnetic field strength of rod-type magnetic system 

and the TO thickness for steel (a) or aluminum (b) TO. 
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According to the study results, EMA transducers with permanent and pulsed magnetizing for 

longitudinal and shear ultrasonic waves generation intended for portable acoustic testing devices 

had been designed and manufactured. EMATs designed on the basis of permanent magnetic 

systems are successfully applied for many years as parts of 

A1270 EMA thickness gages (Fig.8) that are used for control 

of Proton rockets’ hull elements, or for testing of aluminum 

drill pipes, or for thickness measurement of linear pipe walls 

in trunk gas pipelines, and in other applications. Innovative 

solutions applied in A1270 digital EMA thickness gage, such 

as correlative processing of test results, or automatic selection 

of thickness measurement and recording method, etc., 

decrease the dependence on negative human effect and 

improve production standards. EMATs with pulsed 

magnetizing were used for developing the A1270PM EMA 

thickness gage intended for thickness measurement and for 

spot welding testing.  

  

 

 

6. Conclusions  

 
1. Mathematical modeling of magnetic systems and the study of EMAT specificities providing the 

optimization of characteristics of the equipment for generating of shear and longitudinal 

ultrasonic waves in static and pulsed magnetic fields gad been performed. 

 

2. EMA transducers with static and pulsed magnetizing for longitudinal and shear ultrasonic 

waves generation had been developed on the basis of the study results.  

 

3. The study results had been applied for thickness measurement of both ferromagnetic and non-

ferromagnetic test objects as well as for spot welding testing. 
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